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SEALED INTO THE FINAL WAY 
 
June 11, 2022 
2:30 p.m. 
 
YAHWEH IS SPEAKING: 
 
Rapture is almost done. Can you see how it really goes together well? And there is no 
one who can make a world-level prophet stay in Houston. We really do speak with you 
in these many pages. And I will bring a very strong power backing that will be tasted on 
this same day. The root of how you will turn will be due to how Yahweh is surging within. 
Your way is turning even this day.  
 
You are commanded to turn. My power is very real. Now let’s take a way to seal your 
fate. I seal your fate in an eternal power way. We put a branding on your spirit to take 
you into the many changes of seersgate. The work is a real work, and you will drink great 
Kingdom power. You will take in heavy seer traits. I bind you in this work. Never take on 
the old way. Never take a step back to move to serve Satan. This is a great powerful 
work, and you will deal with heavy spirit engagement.  
 
There is no way to remove you except with natural death. There is no way into the seeing 
way within a old look. See where it needs to be dealt with? A twenty-pound weight 
removal isn’t enough. After Father’s Day, there will be no further hindering. I will have 
that freedom to surge in putting your spirit into the world-level work way. 
 
Power, not money, is the real way. I will take you into the full shift after the Father’s Day 
ceremony walk. This surging here is given to walk you through this final way of transition. 
Sealed. 
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*** 
 
The notes given are a part of the servant’s personal experiences and/or training, lacking 
perfect grammar and extensive editing to keep a more authentic presentation of actual 
training events. Sometimes, Yahweh doesn't say “an” when needed but would use an 
“a.” It's not a grammatical error but a note of the actual way spoken. 
 


